YOU'D ALMOST FORGET THE VIEW...
Esthec® builds on these same groundbreaking, tested and proven properties adding a natural look and feel.

From imagination to realization…

With an eye always towards the future, Esthec® invested and continuously invests in the most advanced technology applied to its endless applications. With this intention an Innovation Center, unique in Europe, has been developed in order to let you “experience” and not only imagine Esthec®’s limitless opportunities.

Esthec®’s roots go back to the beginning when the factory began developing composites with a vision of replacing the use of timber, steel and tar 50 years ago. Since these days the composite materials have been used on hundreds of cruise ships, superyachts as well as a variety of hospitality, high end residential and stunning commercial applications. The company partners with worldwide architects, landscapers and designers on their prestigious and visionary projects.

**THE CORE**
Esthec® Terrace is made of a strong and solid material that consists of natural ingredients, composites and fillers. It is an innovation based on the enormous need for ecologically sound materials. It is neither plastic nor wood which results in extreme low expansion, no warping, no fading and extreme durability combined with very low maintenance.

Esthec® Terrace is able to withstand the most severe weather conditions and it does not absorb water which results in less growth of mosses and algae. In addition to being durable, the material is fire retardant.

The appearance of Esthec® Terrace allows endless solution for colors and design. With a modern look and a very clean view it is the perfect solution for any kind of outdoor space even the most crowded one! The non slippery property is a guarantee of safety and extra high comfort even in the most wet part of your pool!

There is no expiration date for Esthec® Terrace!
Nature re-invented

Esthec® Terrace is a high quality decking used for all kind of outdoor applications such as terraces at hotels and resorts, beach club patios, high end residential balconies, spa areas at luxury villas, pool decks, rooftop gardens, docks and jetties.

It is an innovative and high technological solution for outdoor decking which provides even more aesthetic advantages than traditional materials. Esthec®, with the continuous drive for innovation, invests in research and development in order to boost even more the formula and keeping its market leader position.
EASY TO MAINTAIN
Esthec® is the barefoot sophistication, since it includes all the charming properties of wood, yet without the inevitable cracking, splintering, warping or weathering. Esthec® is virtually indestructible (stiletto proof) and requires minimal maintenance. There is no "expiry date" for Esthec®. It will still look stunning even after many years of use.

The average installation time of Esthec® Terrace is significantly lower than the installation time of other types of decking. Its lightweight click system makes it easy to apply and if necessary, easy to remove. There are three kinds of clips available which give the possibility to vary the distance between the planks with the option to influence the overall appearance.
NON SLIP WET OR DRY

IN ANY SHAPE

Private residence Oldenzaal, The Netherlands
ECOLOGICAL NO WOOD AND NO PVC
Esthec® Terrace looks simply stunning. The subtle blend of colors in each shade is special and unique. It adds a touch of liveliness to your terrace. The variation in width brings versatility to every terrace design. Esthec® Terrace is available in Small 72.5 mm, Regular 100 mm and Xtra large 175 mm wide (SRX).
One of the latest innovations is our hurricane clipping system, created to resist even the most severe weather conditions. The hurricane clip is not only a safety measure but also offers new possibilities: it is the perfect solution for cladding as well. This lead to Esthec® Facade, a vertical application for walls, doors and even ceilings. Design with Esthec® in virtually any imaginable configuration and know that our system can help you achieve it.

Freedom in color
Esthec® Terrace offers unprecedented freedom in color which allows the terrace to be integrated into any overall design scheme. It is unvarnished and available in nine basic colors. Each color is provided in three shades in order to enhance a more natural look. Moreover Esthec® comes from a liquid product. It allows freedom for projects with a visionary possibility of a custom made color and unlimited design opportunities.

Blanc de Blancs Essence Illuminate Aroma Delicate Emotion Mood Fascinate Mystery
LED lights and fibre optics, specially designed for Esthec® Terrace, provide an extra dimension to any kind of outdoor project. These lighting options offer the opportunity to create a clean and sophisticated light mood for your deck or wall. Both these lighting solutions can be used as accent, orientation, marker, route signs or night-lights in outdoor decking. Particularly useful as marker lights around the edge of a deck or on steps, making an important factor for safety, security and comfort.
The basis of Esthec® Terrace is a liquid material made of 25 ingredients including natural resins, natural fibers, minerals and colour pigments; 25% of which are recycled materials.

The properties
- Eco-friendly (recyclable) - No PVC / No wood
- Extremely durable
- Wear, impact and slip-resistant surfact, San slip (R13 rated)
- Lightweight click system - for efficient and fast installation
- Low maintenance, minimal bacterial growth, resistant to any liquid
- Creative freedom; 9 fashionable colours and on-demand colour
- 40 year track record

Available in 25 different materials (no PVC)
- No fumigation procedures - Zero impact on import
- Fire retardant
- No expansion coefficient - virtually no impact to the material in extreme temperatures

2 kinds of clips available: 2.5 mm and 5.0 mm

Our certifications
- IMO Certified / ISO9001, 9002, 14001
- ASTM E648
- SRI (ASTM E1980)
- 2015-Efectis-R000032
- AS/ISO 9239.1-2003

2015-Efectis-R000032